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1 Introduction

The goal of the ONVIF test specification set is to make it possible to realize fully interoperable IP physical security implementation from different vendors. The set of ONVIF test specification describes the test cases need to verify the [ONVIF Provisioning Service Specs] and [ONVIF Conformance] requirements. It also describes the test framework, test setup, pre-requisites, test policies needed for the execution of the described test cases.

This ONVIF Provisioning Test Specification acts as a supplementary document to the [ONVIF Provisioning Service Specs], illustrating test cases need to be executed and passed. And also this specification acts as an input document to the development of test tool which will be used to test the ONVIF device implementation conformance towards ONVIF standard. This test tool is referred as ONVIF Client hereafter.

1.1 Scope

This ONVIF Provisioning Test Specification defines and regulates the conformance testing procedure for the ONVIF conformant devices. Conformance testing is meant to be functional black-box testing. The objective of this specification is to provide test cases to test individual requirements of ONVIF devices according to ONVIF Provisioning Service which is defined in [ONVIF Provisioning Service Specs].

The principal intended purposes are:

2. Provide comprehensive test suite coverage for [ONVIF Network Interface Specs].

This specification does not address the following:

1. Product use cases and non-functional (performance and regression) testing.
2. SOAP Implementation Interoperability test i.e. Web Service Interoperability Basic Profile version 2.0 (WS-I BP 2.0).
3. Network protocol implementation Conformance test for HTTP, HTTPS, RTP protocol.
4. Wi-Fi Conformance test

The set of ONVIF Test Specification will not cover the complete set of requirements as defined in [ONVIF Provisioning Service Specs]; instead it would cover subset of it. The scope of this specification is to derive all the normative requirements of [ONVIF Provisioning Service Specs] which are related to ONVIF Provisioning Service and some of the optional requirements.
This ONVIF Provisioning Test Specification covers Provisioning service which is a functional block of [ONVIF Network Interface Specs]. The following sections give the brief overview of and scope of each functional block.

### 1.1.1 Provisioning Move

The Provisioning Move section covers the test cases needed for adjustments that are not intended for general day-to-day use.

The scope of this specification section is to cover the following functions:

- Moving device on the focus axis with FocusMove command
- Moving device on the pan axis with PanMove command
- Moving device on the roll axis with RollMove command
- Moving device on the tilt axis with TiltMove command
- Moving device on the zoom axis with ZoomMove command
- Stopping movement on all provisioning methods with Stop command
- Returning the lifetime move counts with GetUsage command

### 1.1.2 Capabilities

The Capabilities section covers the test cases needed for getting capabilities from an ONVIF device.

The scope of this specification section is to cover the following functions:

- Getting Provisioning service address with GetServices command via Device service
- Getting capabilities with GetServiceCapabilities command
- Getting capabilities with GetServices command via Device service
2 Normative references

• [ONVIF Conformance] ONVIF Conformance Process Specification:
  https://www.onvif.org/profiles/conformance/

• [ONVIF Profile Policy] ONVIF Profile Policy:
  https://www.onvif.org/profiles/

• [ONVIF Network Interface Specs] ONVIF Network Interface Specification documents:
  https://www.onvif.org/profiles/specifications/

• [ONVIF Core Specs] ONVIF Core Specifications:
  https://www.onvif.org/profiles/specifications/

• [ONVIF Provisioning Service] Provisioning Service Specifications:
  https://www.onvif.org/profiles/specifications/

• [ONVIF Base Test] ONVIF Base Device Test Specification:
  https://www.onvif.org/profiles/conformance/device-test/

  http://www.iso.org/directives


• [SOAP 1.2, Part 1] W3C SOAP 1.2, Part 1, Messaging Framework:
  http://www.w3.org/TR/soap12-part1/

  http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/

  http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/

  OASIS Standard, February 2006:
3 Terms and Definitions

3.1 Conventions

The key words "shall", "shall not", "should", "should not", "may", "need not", "can", "cannot" in this specification are to be interpreted as described in [ISO/IEC Directives Part 2].

3.2 Definitions

This section defines terms that are specific to the ONVIF Provisioning Service and tests. For the list of applicable general terms and definitions, please see [ONVIF Base Test].

- **Provisioning**: Doing something in advance to prepare for something else.
- **Video Source**: Entity defined by [ONVIF Device I/O Specification]
- **Video Source Token**: Token referencing a Device I/O Video Source
4 Test Overview

This section provides information about the test setup procedure and required prerequisites, and the test policies that should be followed for test case execution.

4.1 Test Setup

4.1.1 Network Configuration for DUT

The generic test configuration for the execution of test cases defined in this document is as shown below (Figure 4.1).

Based on the individual test case requirements, some of the entities in the below setup may not be needed for the execution of those corresponding test cases.

**Figure 4.1. Test Configuration for DUT**

- **DUT**: ONVIF device to be tested. Hereafter, this is referred to as DUT (Device Under Test).
- **ONVIF Client (Test Tool)**: Tests are executed by this system and it controls the behavior of the DUT. It handles both expected and unexpected behavior.
- **HTTP Proxy**: provides facilitation in case of RTP and RTSP tunneling over HTTP.
- **Wireless Access Point**: provides wireless connectivity to the devices that support wireless connection.
DNS Server: provides DNS related information to the connected devices.

DHCP Server: provides IPv4 Address to the connected devices.

NTP Server: provides time synchronization between ONVIF Client and DUT.

Switching Hub: provides network connectivity among all the test equipment in the test environment. All devices should be connected to the Switching Hub. When running multiple test instances in parallel on the same network, the Switching Hub should be configured to use filtering in order to avoid multicast traffic being flooded to all ports, because this may affect test stability.

Router: provides router advertisements for IPv6 configuration.

4.2 Prerequisites

The pre-requisites for executing the test cases described in this Test Specification are:

1. The DUT shall be configured with an IPv4 address.
2. The DUT shall be IP reachable [in the test configuration].
3. The DUT shall be able to be discovered by the Test Tool.
4. The DUT shall be configured with the time, i.e. manual configuration of UTC time and if NTP is supported by the DUT then NTP time shall be synchronized with NTP Server.
5. The DUT time and Test tool time shall be synchronized with each other either manually or by a common NTP server.

4.3 Test Policy

This section describes the test policies specific to the test case execution of each functional block. The DUT shall adhere to the test policies defined in this section.

4.3.1 Provisioning Move

The test policies specific to the test case execution of all functional blocks:

- DUT shall give the Provisioning Service entry point by GetServices command, if DUT supports this service. Otherwise, these test cases will be skipped.
- DUT shall support the following commands:
  - GetUsage
• Stop

• FocusMove (if supported)

• PanMove (if supported)

• RollMove (if supported)

• TiltMove (if supported)

• ZoomMove (if supported)

• After each provisioning operation the corresponding usage number shall be increased. The current value is determined by executing the GetUsage command.

Please refer to Section 5.1 for Provisioning Move Test Cases.

4.3.2 Capabilities

The test policies specific to the test case execution of Capabilities functional block:

• DUT shall give the Provisioning Service entry point by GetServices command, if DUT supports this service. Otherwise, these test cases will be skipped.

• DUT shall support the following commands:
  
  • GetServices

  • GetServiceCapabilities

• The following tests are performed

  • Getting capabilities with GetServiceCapabilities command

  • Getting capabilities with GetServices command

Please refer to Section 5.2 for Provisioning Move Test Cases.
5 Provisioning Test Cases

5.1 Provisioning Move

5.1.1 PROVISIONING PAN MOVE AND STOP OPERATION

Test Case ID: PROVISIONING-1-1-1

Specification Coverage: Pan Move (Provisioning Service Specification), Stop (Provisioning Service Specification)

Feature Under Test: PanMove, Stop

WSDL Reference: provisioning.wsdl

Test Purpose: To verify Pan movement and stopping using the DUT Provisioning PanMove operation.

Pre-Requisite: Provisioning Service is received from the DUT.

Test Configuration: ONVIF Client and DUT

Test Procedure:

1. Start an ONVIF Client.

2. Start the DUT.

3. ONVIF Client retrieves Provisioning Service capabilities by following the procedure mentioned in Annex A.1 with the following input and output parameters
   - out cap - Provisioning Service capabilities

4. Set timeout1 := "P2D"

5. For each Source cap.Source in cap repeat the following steps:

   5.1. If cap.Source.MaximumPanMoves is present:

       5.1.1. Set videoSourceToken1 := cap.Source.@VideoSourceToken

       5.1.2. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters
                 - VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

       5.1.3. The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters
                 - Usage := usage1
5.1.4. If there is no usage1.Pan item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

5.1.5. ONVIF Client invokes PanMove request with parameters

- VideoSource := videoSourceToken1
- Direction := "Left"
- Timeout skipped

5.1.6. The DUT responds with PanMoveResponse message.

5.1.7. Set defaultTimeout := cap.DefaultTimeout

5.1.8. Wait until defaultTimeout timeout expires.

5.1.9. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters

- VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

5.1.10. The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters

- Usage := usage2

5.1.11. If usage2.Pan <= usage1.Pan item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

5.1.12. ONVIF Client invokes PanMove request with parameters

- VideoSource := videoSourceToken1
- Direction := "Right"
- Timeout := timeout1

5.1.13. The DUT responds with PanMoveResponse message.

5.1.14. ONVIF Client invokes Stop request with parameters

- VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

5.1.15. The DUT responds with StopResponse message.

5.1.16. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters

- VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

5.1.17. The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters
5.1.18. If usage3.Pan <= usage2.Pan item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

Test Result:

PASS –

• DUT passes all assertions.

FAIL –

• DUT did not send PanMoveResponse message(s).
• DUT did not send GetUsageResponse message(s).
• DUT did not send StopResponse message(s).

5.1.2 PROVISIONING TILT MOVE AND STOP OPERATION

Test Case ID: PROVISIONING-1-1-2

Specification Coverage: Tilt Move (Provisioning Service Specification), Stop (Provisioning Service Specification)

Feature Under Test: TiltMove, Stop

WSDL Reference: provisioning.wsdl

Test Purpose: To verify Tilt movement and stopping using the DUT Provisioning TiltMove operation.

Pre-Requisite: Provisioning Service is received from the DUT.

Test Configuration: ONVIF Client and DUT

Test Procedure:

1. Start an ONVIF Client.
2. Start the DUT.
3. ONVIF Client retrieves Provisioning Service capabilities by following the procedure mentioned in Annex A.1 with the following input and output parameters
   
   • out cap - Provisioning Service capabilities
4. Set \texttt{timeout1 := "P2D"}

5. For each Source \texttt{cap.Source} in \texttt{cap} repeat the following steps:

5.1. If \texttt{cap.Source.MaximumTiltMoves} is present:

5.1.1. Set \texttt{videoSourceToken1 := cap.Source.@VideoSourceToken}

5.1.2. ONVIF Client invokes \texttt{GetUsage} request with parameters

\hspace{1cm} • VideoSource := \texttt{videoSourceToken1}

5.1.3. The DUT responds with \texttt{GetUsageResponse} with parameters

\hspace{1cm} • Usage := \texttt{usage1}

5.1.4. If there is no \texttt{usage1.Tilt} item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

5.1.5. ONVIF Client invokes \texttt{TiltMove} request with parameters

\hspace{1cm} • VideoSource := \texttt{videoSourceToken1}

\hspace{1cm} • Direction := "Up"

\hspace{1cm} • Timeout skipped

5.1.6. The DUT responds with \texttt{TiltMoveResponse} message.

5.1.7. Set \texttt{defaultTimeout := cap.DefaultTimeout}

5.1.8. Wait until \texttt{defaultTimeout} timeout expires.

5.1.9. ONVIF Client invokes \texttt{GetUsage} request with parameters

\hspace{1cm} • VideoSource := \texttt{videoSourceToken1}

5.1.10. The DUT responds with \texttt{GetUsageResponse} with parameters

\hspace{1cm} • Usage := \texttt{usage2}

5.1.11. If \texttt{usage2.Tilt} \(\leq\) \texttt{usage1.Tilt} item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

5.1.12. ONVIF Client invokes \texttt{TiltMove} request with parameters

\hspace{1cm} • VideoSource := \texttt{videoSourceToken1}

\hspace{1cm} • Direction := "Down"

\hspace{1cm} • Timeout := \texttt{timeout1}
5.1.13. The DUT responds with \textit{TiltMoveResponse} message.

5.1.14. ONVIF Client invokes \textit{Stop} request with parameters

\begin{itemize}
  \item VideoSource := \textit{videoSourceToken1}
\end{itemize}

5.1.15. The DUT responds with \textit{StopResponse} message.

5.1.16. ONVIF Client invokes \textit{GetUsage} request with parameters

\begin{itemize}
  \item VideoSource := \textit{videoSourceToken1}
\end{itemize}

5.1.17. The DUT responds with \textit{GetUsageResponse} with parameters

\begin{itemize}
  \item Usage := \textit{usage3}
\end{itemize}

5.1.18. If $usage3$.Tilt $\leq$ $usage2$.Tilt item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

\textbf{Test Result:}

\textbf{PASS –}

\begin{itemize}
  \item DUT passes all assertions.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{FAIL –}

\begin{itemize}
  \item DUT did not send \textit{TiltMoveResponse} message(s).
  \item DUT did not send \textit{GetUsageResponse} message(s).
  \item DUT did not send \textit{StopResponse} message(s).
\end{itemize}

\textbf{5.1.3 PROVISIONING ZOOM MOVE AND STOP OPERATION}

\textbf{Test Case ID:} PROVISIONING-1-1-3

\textbf{Specification Coverage:} Zoom Move (Provisioning Service Specification), Stop (Provisioning Service Specification)

\textbf{Feature Under Test:} ZoomMove, Stop

\textbf{WSDL Reference:} provisioning.wsdl

\textbf{Test Purpose:} To verify Zoom movement and stopping using the DUT Provisioning ZoomMove operation.

\textbf{Pre-Requisite:} Provisioning Service is received from the DUT.
Test Configuration: ONVIF Client and DUT

Test Procedure:

1. Start an ONVIF Client.

2. Start the DUT.

3. ONVIF Client retrieves Provisioning Service capabilities by following the procedure mentioned in Annex A.1 with the following input and output parameters
   - out cap - Provisioning Service capabilities

4. Set timeout1 := "P2D"

5. For each Source cap.Source in cap repeat the following steps:

   5.1. If cap.Source.MaximumZoomMoves is present:

      5.1.1. Set videoSourceToken1 := cap.Source.@VideoSourceToken

      5.1.2. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters

          • VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

      5.1.3. The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters

          • Usage := usage1

      5.1.4. If there is no usage1.Zoom item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

      5.1.5. ONVIF Client invokes ZoomMove request with parameters

          • VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

          • Direction := "Wide"

          • Timeout skipped

      5.1.6. The DUT responds with ZoomMoveResponse message.

      5.1.7. Set defaultTimeout := cap.DefaultTimeout

      5.1.8. Wait until defaultTimeout timeout expires.

      5.1.9. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters

          • VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

      5.1.10. The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters
5.1.11. If usage2.Zoom \leq usage1.Zoom item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

5.1.12. ONVIF Client invokes ZoomMove request with parameters

- VideoSource := videoSourceToken1
- Direction := "Telephoto"
- Timeout := timeout1

5.1.13. The DUT responds with ZoomMoveResponse message.

5.1.14. ONVIF Client invokes Stop request with parameters

- VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

5.1.15. The DUT responds with StopResponse message.

5.1.16. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters

- VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

5.1.17. The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters

- Usage := usage3

5.1.18. If usage3.Zoom \leq usage2.Zoom item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

Test Result:

PASS –

- DUT passed all assertions.

FAIL –

- DUT did not send ZoomMoveResponse message(s).
- DUT did not send GetUsageResponse message(s).
- DUT did not send StopResponse message(s).

5.1.4 PROVISIONING ROLL MOVE AND STOP OPERATION

Test Case ID: PROVISIONING-1-1-4
**Specification Coverage:** Roll Move (Provisioning Service Specification), Stop (Provisioning Service Specification)

**Feature Under Test:** RollMove, Stop

**WSDL Reference:** provisioning.wsdl

**Test Purpose:** To verify Roll movement and stopping using the DUT Provisioning RollMove operation.

**Pre-Requisite:** Provisioning Service is received from the DUT.

**Test Configuration:** ONVIF Client and DUT

**Test Procedure:**

1. Start an ONVIF Client.
2. Start the DUT.
3. ONVIF Client retrieves Provisioning Service capabilities by following the procedure mentioned in Annex A.1 with the following input and output parameters
   - out `cap` - Provisioning Service capabilities
4. Set `timeout1 := "P2D"
5. For each Source `cap.Source` in `cap` repeat the following steps:
   5.1. If `cap.Source.MaximumRollMoves` is present:
      5.1.1. Set `videoSourceToken1 := cap.Source.@VideoSourceToken`
      5.1.2. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters
         - VideoSource := `videoSourceToken1`
      5.1.3. The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters
         - Usage := `usage1`
      5.1.4. If there is no `usage1.Roll` item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.
      5.1.5. ONVIF Client invokes RollMove request with parameters
         - VideoSource := `videoSourceToken1`
         - Direction := "Clockwise"
         - Timeout skipped
5.1.6. The DUT responds with **RollMoveResponse** message.

5.1.7. Set \( \text{defaultTimeout} := \text{cap}.\text{DefaultTimeout} \)

5.1.8. Wait until \( \text{defaultTimeout} \) timeout expires.

5.1.9. ONVIF Client invokes **GetUsage** request with parameters

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{VideoSource} & := \text{videoSourceToken1} \\
\text{Usage} & := \text{usage2}
\end{align*}
\]

5.1.10. The DUT responds with **GetUsageResponse** with parameters

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Usage} & := \text{usage2}
\end{align*}
\]

5.1.11. If \( \text{usage2}.\text{Roll} \leq \text{usage1}.\text{Roll} \) item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

5.1.12. If \( \text{cap}.\text{Source} \) supports AutoLevel:

5.1.12.1. ONVIF Client invokes **RollMove** request with parameters

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{VideoSource} & := \text{videoSourceToken1} \\
\text{Direction} & := "\text{Auto}" \\
\text{Timeout} & := \text{timeout1}
\end{align*}
\]

5.1.12.2. The DUT responds with **RollMoveResponse** message.

5.1.12.3. Wait until \( \text{timeout1} \) Timeout expires.

5.1.12.4. ONVIF Client invokes **GetUsage** request with parameters

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{VideoSource} & := \text{videoSourceToken1}
\end{align*}
\]

5.1.12.5. The DUT responds with **GetUsageResponse** with parameters

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Usage} & := \text{usage3}
\end{align*}
\]

5.1.12.6. If \( \text{usage3}.\text{Roll} \leq \text{usage2}.\text{Roll} \) item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

5.1.13. ONVIF Client invokes **RollMove** request with parameters

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{VideoSource} & := \text{videoSourceToken1} \\
\text{Direction} & := "\text{Counterclockwise}" \\
\text{Timeout} & := \text{timeout1}
\end{align*}
\]

5.1.15. ONVIF Client invokes Stop request with parameters

- VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

5.1.16. The DUT responds with StopResponse message.

5.1.17. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters

- VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

5.1.18. The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters

- Usage := usage4

5.1.19. If usage4.Roll <= usage3.Roll item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

Test Result:

PASS –

- DUT passes all assertions.

FAIL –

- DUT did not send RollMoveResponse message(s).
- DUT did not send GetUsageResponse message(s).
- DUT did not send StopResponse message(s).

5.1.5 PROVISIONING FOCUS MOVE AND STOP OPERATION

Test Case ID: PROVISIONING-1-1-5

Specification Coverage: Focus Move (Provisioning Service Specification), Stop (Provisioning Service Specification)

Feature Under Test: FocusMove, Stop

WSDL Reference: provisioning.wsdl

Test Purpose: To verify Focus movement and stopping using the DUT Provisioning FocusMove operation.

Pre-Requisite: Provisioning Service is received from the DUT.
Test Configuration: ONVIF Client and DUT

Test Procedure:

1. Start an ONVIF Client.
2. Start the DUT.
3. ONVIF Client retrieves Provisioning Service capabilities by following the procedure mentioned in Annex A.1 with the following input and output parameters
   • out cap - Provisioning Service capabilities
4. Set timeout1 := "P2D"
5. For each Source cap.Source in cap repeat the following steps:
   5.1. If cap.Source.MaximumFocusMoves is present:
      5.1.1. Set videoSourceToken1 := cap.Source.@VideoSourceToken
      5.1.2. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters
         • VideoSource := videoSourceToken1
      5.1.3. The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters
         • Usage := usage1
      5.1.4. If there is no usage1.Focus item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.
      5.1.5. ONVIF Client invokes FocusMove request with parameters
         • VideoSource := videoSourceToken1
         • Direction := "Near"
         • Timeout skipped
      5.1.6. The DUT responds with FocusMoveResponse message.
      5.1.7. Set defaultTimeout := cap.DefaultTimeout
      5.1.8. Wait until defaultTimeout timeout expires.
      5.1.9. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters
         • VideoSource := videoSourceToken1
      5.1.10. The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters
• Usage := usage2

5.1.11. If usage2.Focus <= usage1.Focus item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

5.1.12. If cap.Source supports AutoFocus:

5.1.12.1 ONVIF Client invokes FocusMove request with parameters

• VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

• Direction := "Auto"

• Timeout := timeout1

5.1.12.2 The DUT responds with FocusMoveResponse message.

5.1.12.3 Wait until timeout1 Timeout expires.

5.1.12.4 ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters

• VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

5.1.12.5 The DUT responds with GetUsageResponse with parameters

• Usage := usage3

5.1.12.6 If usage3.Focus <= usage2.Focus item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

5.1.13. ONVIF Client invokes FocusMove request with parameters

• VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

• Direction := "Far"

• Timeout := timeout1

5.1.14. The DUT responds with FocusMoveResponse message.

5.1.15. ONVIF Client invokes Stop request with parameters

• VideoSource := videoSourceToken1

5.1.16. The DUT responds with StopResponse message.

5.1.17. ONVIF Client invokes GetUsage request with parameters

• VideoSource := videoSourceToken1
5.1.18. The DUT responds with **GetUsageResponse** with parameters

- Usage := usage4

5.1.19. If usage4.Focus ≤ usage3.Focus item, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

**Test Result:**

**PASS** –

- DUT passed all assertions.

**FAIL** –

- DUT did not send **RollMoveResponse** message(s).
- DUT did not send **GetUsageResponse** message(s).
- DUT did not send **StopResponse** message(s).

### 5.2 Capabilities

#### 5.2.1 GET SERVICES AND GET PROVISIONING SERVICE CAPABILITIES CONSISTENCY

**Test Case ID:** PROVISIONING-2-1-1

**Specification Coverage:** Capability exchange (ONVIF Core Specification), Capabilities (Provisioning Service Specification)

**Feature Under Test:** GetServices, GetServiceCapabilities (Provisioning)

**WSDL Reference:** devicemgmt.wsdl, provisioning.wsdl

**Test Purpose:** To verify getting Provisioning Service using GetServices request. To verify Get Services and Provisioning Service Capabilities consistency.

**Pre-Requisite:** Provisioning Service is received from the DUT.

**Test Configuration:** ONVIF Client and DUT

**Test Procedure:**

1. Start an ONVIF Client.
2. Start the DUT.
3. ONVIF Client invokes GetServices message with parameters:
   - IncludeCapability := false

4. The DUT responds with a GetServicesResponse message with parameters:
   - Service list := listOfServicesWithoutCapabilities

5. If listOfServicesWithoutCapabilities does not contain item with Namespace = "http://www.onvif.org/ver10/provisioning/wsdl", FAIL the test and skip other steps.

6. Set provisioningServ := item from listOfServicesWithoutCapabilities list with Namespace = "http://www.onvif.org/ver10/provisioning/wsdl".

7. If provisioningServ.Capabilities is specified, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

8. ONVIF Client invokes GetServices message with parameters:
   - IncludeCapability := true

9. The DUT responds with a GetServicesResponse message with parameters:
   - Service list := listOfServicesWithCapabilities

10. If listOfServicesWithCapabilities does not contain item with Namespace = "http://www.onvif.org/ver10/provisioning/wsdl", FAIL the test and skip other steps.

11. Set provisioningServ := item from listOfServicesWithCapabilities list with Namespace = "http://www.onvif.org/ver10/provisioning/wsdl".

12. If provisioningServ.Capabilities is not specified, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

13. If provisioningServ.Capabilities does not contain valid Capabilities element for Provisioning service from "http://www.onvif.org/ver10/provisioning/wsdl" namespace, FAIL the test and skip other steps.

14. ONVIF Client invokes GetServiceCapabilities (Provisioning) message.

15. The DUT responds with GetServiceCapabilitiesResponse message with parameters
   - Capabilities =: cap

16. If cap differs from provisioningServ.Capabilities.Capabilities, FAIL the test.

**Test Result:**

**PASS –**

- DUT passed all assertions.
FAIL –

- The DUT did not send `GetServicesResponse` message.
- The DUT did not send `GetServiceCapabilitiesResponse` message.
Annex A Helper Procedures and Additional Notes

A.1 Get Provisioning Service Capabilities

**Name:** HelperGetServiceCapabilities

**Procedure Purpose:** Helper procedure to get Provisioning Service Capabilities from the DUT.

**Pre-requisite:** Provisioning Service is received from the DUT.

**Input:** None

**Returns:** The service capabilities (cap).

**Procedure:**

1. ONVIF Client invokes GetServiceCapabilities request.

2. The DUT responds with GetServiceCapabilitiesResponse message with parameters

   • Capabilities =: cap

**Procedure Result:**

**PASS –**

• DUT passed all assertions.

**FAIL –**

• DUT did not send GetServiceCapabilitiesResponse message.